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Abstract
The expulsion of magnetic ux lines from a growing superconducting core of a
quark star has been investigated using the idea of impurity diusion in molten
alloys. The possibility of Mullins-Sekerka normal-superconducting interface insta-
bility has also been studied.
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If the matter density at the core of a neutron star exceeds a few times normal






, the normal nuclear density), a
deconning phase transition to quark matter may take place. As a consequence
a normal neutron star will be converted to a hybrid star with an innite cluster
of quark matter core and a crust of neutron matter. If the speculation of Witten
[1] that a avour symmetric quark matter may be the true ground state at zero
temperature and pressure is correct, there is a possibility that the whole star
will be converted to a star of strange quark matter (SQM) known as strange
star. In normal quark matter the strange quarks are produced through avour
non-conserving weak processes which ultimately lead to a dynamical chemical
equilibrium.
From the observed features in the spectra of pulsating accreting neutron stars
in binary system, the strength of surface magnetic eld of a neutron star is found
to be  10
12
G. At the core region of a newly born neutron star it probably reaches
 10
18
G [2]. In a recent publication [3] we have shown that if the magnetic eld
intensity exceeds some critical value which is the typical strength of magnetic eld
at which the cyclotron lines begin to occur or equivalently at which the cyclotron
quantum is of the order of or greater than the rest mass of the particle considered
or the de Broglie wave length is of the order of or greater than the Larmor radius
of the particle, there can not be nucleation of a single quark matter bubble in the
metastable neutron matter. Both the surface and the curvature energies diverge
in this case. As a consequence the new stable (quark matter) phase can not be
thermodynamically favourable over metastable (neutron matter) phase. Therefore
to facilitate the deconning transition through the nucleation of quark droplets at
the core of neutron star we assume that the strength of magnetic eld throughout
the star is much less than the corresponding critical value. In the case of electron
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of mass 0:5MeV, this critical eld is  4:4  10
13
G, whereas for light quarks of
current mass 5MeV, it is  10
15
G, on the otherhand for s-quark of current mass
150MeV, it is  10
20
G [4-6].
Now for a many body fermion system, the microscopic theory of supercon-
ductivity suggests [7] that if the interaction favours formation of pairs at low tem-
perature, the system may undergo a phase transition to a superuid state. This is
expected to occur in the dense neutron matter present in neutron star [8,9]. On the
otherhand, if the particles carry charges, the paired state will be superconducting.
In the case of an electronic system BCS theory applied to study the superconduct-
ing properties [7]. One electron of momentum
~
k and spin ~s combines with another
one of momentum  
~
k and spin  ~s and form a Cooper pair. The coupling is me-
diated by the electron-phonon interaction in the lattice. In the case of SQM, the
basic quark-quark interaction is attractive at large distance and consequently the
BCS pairing mechanism is also applicable here. For a highly degenerate system,
which is true in strange star, the pairing takes place near the fermi surface. The
other condition that must be satised to form Cooper pair is that the temperature
(T ) of the system should be much less than the superconducting energy gap (),
which is a function of the interaction strength and the density of the system. This
is the most important criterion for the occurance of superconducting transition. In
the case of strange star, only quarks can form Cooper pairs. The electrons, whose
density is extremely low, form highly degenerate relativistic plasma, are unlikely
to form Cooper pairs. The kinetic energy of the electronic part dominates over
its attractive potential energy, and as a result the corresponding superconducting
transition is extremely low and may not be achieved in a strange star. The rel-
ativistic theory of superuidity and superconductivity for a fermion system was
given by Bailin and Love [10]. Recently, Horvath et al [11] and also we have stud-
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ied [12] the superconductivity of quark matter using the results of ref. [10]. We
have also studied qualitatively the magnetic properties of quark matter in ref. [12]
for massive u, d and s quarks.
Now the quarks of same fermi energy can only combine to form Cooper pairs.
Since the u and d current masses are equal and also their chemical potentials are
almost identical, whereas s quark is much heavier than u and d quarks and also
its chemical potential is dierent, we can have only uu, dd, ud and ss Cooper
pairs in the system. For iso-spin 1=2 avours, the contribution may come either
from iso-scalar or iso-vector channels. It was shown in ref. [10] that the pairing of
a u   d system will be favoured by iso-scalar combination rather than iso-vector





Now from the conclusions of refs. [10-12] we know that if a normal SQM system
undergoes a superconducting phase transition, the newly produced SQM phase
will be a type I superconductor. We have also seen that the critical magnetic
eld for such pairing is  10
16
G for n  2   3n
0
, which is indeed much larger





K, this can possibily be achieved in quark star, which is expected to
be an extremely cold object. Since the quark star magnetic eld is less than the
corresponding critical eld for the destruction of superconductivity, during phase
such transition, the magnetic ux lines from the superconducting quark sector of
the strange star will be pushed out towards the normal crust region. Unlike a
small type I superconducting laboratory sample placed in an external magnetic
eld (<critical value) for which the expulsion of magnetic eld takes place almost
instantaneously, in this particular case the scenario may be completely dierent.
The aim of the present note is to investigate using the idea of impurity dif-
fusion in molten alloys, the expulsion of magnetic ux lines from growing super-
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conducting core of a strange star. We have also studied the possibility of Mullins-
Sekerka normal-superconducting interface instability [13] in quark matter. This is
generally observed during solidication of pure metals if there are a temperature
gradients or in molten alloys if there are a concentration gradients of impurities
at the interface.
It has been assumed that the growth of superconducting quark bubble has
started from the centre of the star and we use the nomenclature controlled growth
for such phenomenon. In case of both the magnetic eld and temperature less than
their critical values, the normal SQM phase is thermodynamically unstable rela-
tive to the corresponding superconducting phase. Then by uctuation, a droplet
of superconducting quark matter bubble may be produced in metastable medium.
If the size of this superconducting bubble is greater than the corresponding crit-
ical value, it will act as the nucleating centre for the growth of superconducting
quark core. As the superconducting phase grows continuously, the magnetic eld
lines will be pushed out into the normal quark matter crust. This is the usual
Meissner eect, observed in type I superconductor. We compare this phenomenon
of magnetic ux expulsion from a growing superconducting SQM core with the
diusion of impurities from a molten metal. The formation of superconducting
zone is compared with the solidication of molten metal. It is known from sim-
ple thermodynamic calculations that if the free energy of molten phase decreases
in presence of impurity atoms, then during solidication they prefer to recide in
the molten phase. In this particular case the magnetic eld lines play the role of
impurity atoms, the normal quark matter phase plays the role of molten metal,
whereas the superconducting phase can be compared with the frozen solid phase.
(This idea was recently applied to baryon number transport during rst order
quark-hadron phase transition in the early Universe, where baryon number re-
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places impurity, quark phase replaces molten metal and hadronic matter replaces
that of solid metal [14]). The magnetic ux lines prefer to recide in the normal
phase. Then the Meissner eect can be restated as the solubility of magnetic ux
lines in the superconducting phase is zero (of course, there is a nite penetration
depth).
The dynamical equation for the ux expulsion can be obtained from the sim-
plied model of sharp normal-superconducting interface. The expulsion equation





















is the electrical conductivity of the normal SQM phase, for supercon-
ducting phase B
m






























Since the moving boundary (interface) has not been taken into account, the
diusion equation (eqn.(1)) around a growing superconducting sphere is of very
little use. The motion of normal-superconducting interface is extremely important
and has to be taken into consideration. Then instead of eqn.(1) which is valid in the
rest frame, an equation expressed in a coordinate system which is moving with the
boundary layer is the correct description of such superconducting growth, known
as Directional Grwoth, and the equation is called Directional Growth Equation,
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where the motion of the interface is along the z-axis and v is the velocity of the
front. This diusion equation must be supplemented by the boundary conditions
at the interface. The rst boundary condition will be obtained by combining










where n^ is the unit vector normal to the interface. This is the continuity equation
for magnetic ux diusion. The rate at which excess magnetic eld lines are re-
jected from the interior of the phase is balanced by the rate at which magnetic ux
lines diuses ahead of the two-phase interface. This eect makes the boundary
layer between superconducting-normal quark matter phases unstable due to excess
magnetic eld lines present on the surface of the growing superconducting bub-





















where  is called capillary length with  the surface tension, c is the curvature
= 1=R (for a spherical surface), and B
(c)
m
is the thermodynamic critical eld.
To study the magnetic eld distribution in the superconducting quark star and
also to investigate the stability of superconducting-normal interface, we shall follow
the original work by Mullins and Sekerka [13], and consider a steady state growth









as the transeverse coordinate at the interface, we





























Assuming a solution of this equation expressed as the product of separate functions
of r
?
and z and setting the separation constatnt equal to zero and using the















where l = 2D=v is the layer thickness, which is very small for small D.
Due to excess magnetic ux lines at the interface, the form of the planer
normal-superconducting interface described by the equation z = 0 is assumed to
be changed by a small perturbation represented by the simple sine function





where  is very small amplitude and
~
k is the wave vector of the perturbation. Then
















where A and b are two unknown constants. Since the solution should satisfy the




















) are small enough
so that we can keep only the linear terms in the expansion of exponentials present








The expression describing the magnetic eld distribution ahead of the slightly















































) and prime indicates


























) by S. Since the ampli-
tude of perturbation  is extremely small, the quantity S is also negligibly small.


























  bAS(1  bS) (17)




















S(1  bS) = 0 (18)
This expression determines the form (values of k) which the perturbed interface
must assume in order to satisfy all of the conditions of the problem. To analyse the
behaviour of the roots we replace right hand side of eqn.(18) by some parameter
 P . (We have taken  P in order to draw a close analogy with the method given




















(1  bS) = P (19)
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(in ref. [13] the parameter P is related to the time derivative  of the amplitude
of small perturbation). If the parameter P is positive for any value of k, the
distortion of the interface will increase, whereas, if it is negative for all values of
k, the perturbation will disappear and the interface will be stable. In order to
derive a stability criterion, one only needs to know whether eqn.(19) has roots for
positive values of k. If it has no roots, then the interface is stable because the
P  k curve never rises above the positive k-axis and P is therefore negative for all
wavelengths. We have used Decarte's theorem to check how many positive roots
are there. It is more convenient to express k in terms of b and then replacing b by











































This is a quadratic equation for !
2
. The rst and the third terms are always











S > 0 (21)
Then it follows from Decart's rule that if the condition (21) is satised, there can
not be any positive root. Which implies that the small perturbation of the interface





























is negative,   < B
(s)
m











From this eqn. it follows that the normal-superconducting surface energy/area
of quark matter must be extremely small to make the surface stable. Since the
surface tension for the interface of a type I superconductor is positive, S is also
greater than zero.
Therefore we can conclude that if a superconducting tnasition can occur in a
quark star, the magnetic properties of such bulk object are entirely dierent from
that of a small laboratory superconducting sample. Due to the presence of excess
magnetic ux lines at the interface, the characteristic of normal-superconducting
boundary layer may change signicantly. It may take dendritic shape instead of
planer structure. How to get an experimental evidence for such an unusual shape
is a matter of further study.
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